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THE INTRODUCTION

Making an eBook might sound overwhelming and hard to
do but that’s not the case.
Just about anyone can create a modern and effective
eBook.
You really have to make the eBook look good and have
the right format, that’s probably the hardest part, it has
to look the part.
eBooks are now essential to bloggers, they have a huge
impact on any successful blog or marketing program.
I be showing you how to create an effective and
desirable eBook, how it should look like and how the
format should be from the cover to the index.
You need to make sure the eBook is perfect and if you
are not 100% satisfied then, don’t publish it.
Specially if it's your first eBook, the first eBook will
establish, if you are successes.
Within this 'How to Create an ebook' I will show you the
basic ways on create an ebook, without any software.
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CHAPTER ONE

Step Guide:
Open up Microsoft Word
Create a cover page, you can use a simple one that Microsoft
provides, select cover page by going into insert → cover page
→select one →edited it to your liking.
Here’s one I done, took me less than 2 minute to create.

After you create a cover page:
You can start working on the index page, index page should
provide the following information:
List of each chapter with short description
optional: If the chapter needs breaking down you can do
that as well, of cause this depends how much information
you put in each chapter.
optional: you can also include your social media apps such
as twitter, Facebook & website.
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CHAPTER ONE

Example of a Index Page:

After creating an index and cover page: You need to create a
chapter page however this is optional, you can just have a small
title at a top of a page, to indicate what chapter you are on.
Example of a chapter page:
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CHAPTER ONE

This is the most simplest and easiest way, you can design a
eBook, if you think about it, eBooks are really not hard to
design however the more time you put into it, the better
quality the eBook will be.
Exporting Microsoft Word in to PDF; which you will have a
completed eBook to publish to others.
Go into: File → Export → Create PDF/XPS Document → Save

Congrats, you have now learned how to create a simple
eBook using word
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CHAPTER TWO

I would highly recommend using this, its so simple but offers
professional design and the best part is, it's free, you don't
really need any software, just signing up and login to use.
After you log in/create a new account, all you have to do is
select 'create a design' and it will bring up, a massive list of
template, you can select anything from Facebook covers to
wedding inventions, go down and look for subheading
blogging or eBooks. select eBook template.

canva.com

After selecting eBook, it will bring you the editing tools
section.
You can select from lots of templates ,which mainly have
cover pages but you can also select from their full template
that have index, chapter and text layout pages.
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CHAPTER TWO

Creating a Cover Page:
Once you opened up the ebook template, you will have a bank
page, like the one below, go into layouts and select the cover
page you would like

Select one by clicking on it:
now it's time to edit, after selecting a template, you can add
your own photographs, text, title etc.

Before:
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After:

CHAPTER TWO

Creating a Table Contents page
You have now create your own cover page, you will need to
add a content page, within the content page, you will need a
chapter name and the page number that the chapter starts at.
You can use the canva layouts to help you with this, just click
on a layout that lets you choose a table of contents:

You can also add a short description about what the chapter is
about but that's optional, the title of the chapter should be
enough with the page number.
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CHAPTER TWO

Creating a chapter page cover
After creating your cover and index page, its time to start on
your chapter number page cover.
Once again you can use the canva layouts to help you with this,
by simple selecting a layout that offers you the ability to use
one of their designs:

You can get editing now, change the chapter name, add a
small description and change the chapter number, you can
also add picture.
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CHAPTER TWO

Creating Text
You can add as many pages as you like for each chapter, but i
will only be showing you how to create one, once you create one
page, its pretty simple to create another one.
you can simple have a bank page and just add a text box by
going in to the 'Text' tab and selecting a text. or you can go in to
layouts and have one made for you, with everything set up,all
you will have to do is add your own information
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CHAPTER TWO

Creating an Acknowledgements & Copyright

Acknowledgements
This page is designed for you to give an
credit to anyone who developed or have
their content on your ebook, it's more of
a copyright thing, where if you used
someone else image, you stated their
information: Example:

Copyright
copyright page will need information
stating that all content belong to you and
if anything on this ebook cant be used
without your permission and to contact
you before using any, i have created one
below, you can edit it and use i as your
own:
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CHAPTER TWO

Save & Download
after completing your ebook, all you have to do is save your
work by going into file, save.
You can now Download your work and make it into an
official ebook, that can be put on your website and can then be
viewed by millions.
Make sure when you press the download, the file type is PDF.

Bonus Tips:
If put your website name at the bottom of the page, you can
select it and press on 'link' and link your website, so every time
someone clicks on it while viewing the ebook, it will open up
your website.

Visit Canva.com to start your ebook journey.
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CHAPTER THREE

Promoting your blog can be hard, specially if you are new to blogging,
you dont have the strong community that someone else has who has
been blogging for many years, but don't worry their are many ways
you can promote your ebook to people.
Giveaway chapters.
You might find this pointless, giving away free content of your ebook,
but a lot of books give away a taste of their book, at least a page or two,
but it can really increase your downloads if it interesting and if it
creates curiosity.
You can also add reviews which will then add an extra layer of
validation to your eBook, it means people read it and enjoyed it.
Bonus Content
if you enjoy blogging, you can create an article about the same topic as
your eBook, and then leave a short sentse, if you would like to know
more on this topic and enjoy extra information, download our eBook.
Usually people who read your article, will want extra information, so
giving them that extra information, will increase downloads of the
ebook.
Social Media
Promoting your content on social media, most of the time ends up in a
huge success.
- Post first chapter or even introduction on to slideshare
- Create a infographic with the ebooks quotes, tricks, tips
- Post a link on facebook & twitter for your follows & friends to see
- Post First Chapter on Reddit and leave a link at the bottom of the
post, so others can read the full eBook, if they like
- Include the eBook on your newsletters
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CHAPTER THREE

Promote On Your Blog
if you have a blog or even a website with a decent amount of vistors,
you can add a link in the side bar or a link in the main Menu, you get
people clicking on them and downloading the article.
Promote your Blog using ads
Google & Facebook offer business to promote their content for a fee,
this might be costly, but you can some times start at only £5 or £10 per
campaign, but if you think about the number of people who will view
your eBook, it can actually pay off, especially if selling it for a fee, you
might only make £1 or £3 per sale, it can actually be huge success.
Other bloggers
send your eBook to other bloggers, who promote they will review your
blog for a free copy of one or for a fee and in return, they will review it
and post an article on it, this could end up having your eBook become
a massive success.
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